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This is by far the easiest method to update your Sony Vaio drivers. After you have found the right Sony Vaio
driver and successfully installed it, the next step is simply a reboot of your laptop. This will automatically

update your drivers. After the reboot, make sure that you are checking the Sony Vaio laptop support page to
see if there are any unresolved issues. You might find a link in the list where you can get some fixes to the
problems that you are facing. Go through those fixes and use the same to resolve all of your problems. You
may also take the help of a third-party driver updater to automatically install the updated drivers. Most of

them are reliable and provide premium features. But, make sure that you install a trusted tool, such as I am
trying to download Sony VAIO drivers manually by following instructions on their website, by downloading a
Sony VAIO drivers package. But the instructions don't work. The download always fails. If I skip the failing

part, then I am left with a corrupted installation. I must delete the Sony VAIO folder from my hard disk before
continuing. No other option. I am planning to install a new version of Windows on my Sony Vaio PCG-8y3m
laptop but I need to uninstall the old Sony Vaio driver first. It seems no matter which driver I use to remove

the old one, it keeps coming back. I have tried uninstalling the driver and restarting, but to no avail. The worst
thing is the C: drive keeps filling up space with new Sony Vaio folders every time I restart the computer. Since

I have installed Windows 7, I need to uninstall the old Sony Vaio drivers manually. Which brings me to my
point: If you're having a hell of a time removing a corrupt Sony Vaio drivers folder from your PC, there is a

simpler way.
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